
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Market size and forecast for print magazine circulation.
•• The impact of the cost-of-living crisis on the magazines market.
•• Key launches from magazines and publishers.
•• Genre, format and number of magazines read.
•• Magazine purchasing habits.
•• Reasons for reading magazines.
•• Magazine reading behaviour and interest in innovations, such as AR.

27% of magazine readers think digital magazines should add more AR
features, rising to 46% of those who read digital magazines and 47% of
magazine readers aged 16-34, highlighting the importance of exploring how
innovative technology can enhance the magazine experience.

The cost-of-living crisis will be very tricky for publishers to navigate given
magazines will likely be considered by many to be a luxury, non-essential item.
As of September 2022 the cost-of-living crisis led 32% of magazine readers to
cancel a magazine subscription. Tailored discounts and deals will be an
important way to retain subscribers and bring in new ones.

Perhaps the greatest threat to magazines is the existential question over what
exactly a magazine is anymore given the decline of the print format. While
magazine publishers have almost limitless exciting avenues to explore, from
NFTs to hospitality, maintaining a cohesive brand identity will become
increasingly difficult. Without clear branding with foundations in written content
the purpose and definition of a magazine risk losing meaning and value.

Multi-magazine subscription services have a lot of growth potential as a
significant number of people read multiple magazine titles. The wealth of data
such services can provide on magazine reading habits makes them highly
valuable to publishers and advertisers. Sophisticated recommendation and
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“The cost-of-living crisis
presents a new challenge for
magazine publishers as
people look to limit non-
essential spending. With
magazines considered by
many to be a ‘nice to have’
item, effectively tailored and
targeted discounts will be
crucial to retain and attract
budget-conscious
subscribers”.
– Rebecca McGrath,
Associate Director for Media
and Technology
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discovery features will though be key to any service becoming a true Spotify for
magazines.
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declines
Figure 1: Market forecast for UK print magazine circulation,
2017-27

• Consumer spending power will be curbed
• Companies and brands
• Condé Nast partners with TikTok to create exclusive content
• Hearst UK looks to the future with investment in virtual

features
• Hotels and hospitality could be a major new avenue to

explore
• Magazine adspend recovers following COVID-19 but cost-

of-living crisis presents new challenges
• The consumer
• Digital versions are more popular than print in multiple

genres
Figure 2: Magazine readership, by genre and format, 2022

• New delivery partnerships could lead to more spontaneous
print purchases from home
Figure 3: Print magazine purchasing, 2021 and 2022

• Cost-of-living crisis is impacting digital purchasing
Figure 4: Digital magazine purchasing, 2021 and 2022
Figure 5: Magazine website/app purchasing, 2021 and 2022

• Supermarkets are the primary way people buy print issues
Figure 6: Location purchase print magazine, 2022

• Number of people reading more than one magazine
highlights potential of multi-magazine subscriptions
Figure 7: Number of magazine titles read, 2022

• Specific stories attract digital magazine readers, while print
readers are looking to pass the time
Figure 8: Reasons for reading magazines, 2022
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• Familiarity with QR codes provides new possibilities for
magazines
Figure 9: Magazine behaviour, 2022

• Even greater focus on subscriber retention needed to
combat those leaving due to cost-of-living crisis
Figure 10: Magazine subscriptions, 2022

• Checkout-free purchasing in transport hubs can help boost
print magazine purchasing
Figure 11: Print magazine in-store shopping, 2022

• Focus on personalised prices and recommendations to
overcome cost-of-living concerns

• Use delivery partnerships to drive spontaneous home
purchases of print magazines

• Immersive reality technology presents new areas for
magazines to explore

• The five-year outlook for magazines
• Now
• Next
• Future
• Print circulation drops again in 2022 as pre-pandemic

trends resume
Figure 12: UK print magazine circulation, 2017-22

• Cost-of-living crisis will help accelerate print circulation
declines
Figure 13: Market forecast for UK print magazine circulation,
2017-27

• Learnings from the last income squeeze
• Forecast methodology

• Print circulation declines far more modest as market
recovers
Figure 14: Average UK/RoI print circulation for top paid
magazines, 2019-21
Figure 15: Average UK/RoI print circulation for top paid
magazines, 2018-21

• Mixed bag for free titles

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

MARKET SIZE AND PERFORMANCE

MARKET FORECAST

MARKET SEGMENTATION
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Figure 16: Average UK/RoI print circulation for top free
magazines, 2018-21
Figure 17: Average UK/RoI print circulation for top free
magazines, 2019-21

• Digital successes limit circulation of print news magazines
Figure 18: Average UK/RoI print circulation for top news
magazines, 2018-21
Figure 19: Average UK/RoI print circulation of The Spectator,
2019-21

• Children’s magazines prove a success story for the print
market
Figure 20: Average UK/RoI print circulation of top children’s
magazines, 2019-21
Figure 21: Average UK/RoI print circulation of top children’s
magazines, 2019-21

• Decline of women’s weekly magazines continues
Figure 22: Average UK/RoI print circulation of top women’s
weekly magazines, 2018-21
Figure 23: Average UK/RoI print circulation of top women’s
weekly magazines, 2018-21

• Digital editions continue to see significant growth
Figure 24: Average UK/RoI circulation of digital magazine
editions, 2020-21
Figure 25: Average circulation of digital magazine editions,
2019-21

• Consumers’ financial wellbeing has fallen from the highs of
2021
Figure 26: Household financial wellbeing index, 2016-22

• Consumer spending power will be curbed
• Magazines will be seen as luxury for many as they look to

cut spending
• Spend on print advertising up slightly in 2021/22

Figure 27: Advertising spend on print press, 12 months to end
of September, 2017-22

• Digital advertising booms in 2021 but will be limited in 2022
by cost-of-living crisis

• Cookie-less future put off until 2024
• Reading, baking, gardening and DIY are top hobbies

Figure 28: Participated in hobbies and interests, 2021

MARKET DRIVERS
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• Condé Nast partners with TikTok to create exclusive content
• Condé Nast claims it isn’t a magazine company
• Hotels and hospitality could be a major new avenue to

explore
• Podcasts become greater focus for magazine subscriptions
• Readly adds podcasts
• The Economist considers audio paywall
• How To Spend It rebranding reflects short and long-term

changing priorities
• New York Times buys Wordle highlighting possibilities of

simple daily gaming for magazines
• Digital subscriptions encouraged to be more

environmentally friendly
• Hearst UK looks to the future with investment in virtual

features
• TIME magazine confident in future of NFTs
• Publisher puts new spin on NFTs with anti-metaverse

concept

• Magazine adspend recovers following COVID-19 but cost-
of-living crisis presents new challenges
Figure 29: Total above-the-line, online display and direct
mail advertising expenditure on magazines, 12 months to end
of September, 2017-22
Figure 30: Total above-the-line, online display and direct
mail advertising expenditure on magazines, by advertisers, 12
months to 30 September 2022

• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

• Digital versions are more popular in multiple genres
Figure 31: Magazine readership, by genre and format, 2022
Figure 32: Magazine readership, by genre, 2022

• Magazine readership drops
Figure 33: Magazine readership in the last three months, by
format, 2021 and 2022

• New delivery partnerships could lead to more spontaneous
print purchases from home

• Environmental concerns could put people off buying print
Figure 34: Print magazine purchasing, 2021 and 2022

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ACTIVITY

MAGAZINE READERSHIP

MAGAZINE PURCHASING
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• Cost-of-living crisis is impacting digital purchasing
• Cost-of-living crisis provides an opportunity for multi-

magazine services
Figure 35: Digital magazine purchasing, 2021 and 2022
Figure 36: Magazine website/app purchasing, 2021 and
2022

• Parents are more likely to buy digital
Figure 37: Paid for magazines in the last three months, by
parental status, 2022

• Supermarkets are the primary way people buy print issues
Figure 38: Location purchase print magazine, 2022

• Magazine-branded stores and venues
• Target men in leisure venues

Figure 39: Location purchase print magazines, by gender,
2022

• Number of people reading more than one magazine
highlights potential of multi-magazine subscriptions

• Personalise recommendations to drive value from multi-
magazine subscriptions
Figure 40: Number of magazine titles read, 2022
Figure 41: Number of magazine titles read, by magazine
format, 2022

• Print readers are looking for a screen-free way to pass the
time…

• …while specific stories attract digital magazine readers
Figure 42: Reasons for reading magazines, 2022
Figure 43: Reasons for reading magazines, by magazine
format read, 2022

• Young people are drawn in by specific stories and
celebrities

• Older readers want to be kept up to date
Figure 44: Reasons for reading magazines, by age, 2022

• Male readers are seeking out information about their
hobbies
Figure 45: Reasons for reading magazines, by gender, 2022

PRINT MAGAZINE PURCHASING

MAGAZINE TITLES READ

REASONS FOR READING MAGAZINES
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• Comfort with using QR codes provides new possibilities for
magazines

• Advertising campaigns can utilise QR codes
Figure 46: Magazine behaviour, 2022

• Immersive reality technology presents new arenas for
magazines to explore

• Even greater focus on subscriber retention needed to
combat those leaving due to cost-of-living crisis

• Discounted trial periods will be key during the cost-of-living
crisis
Figure 47: Magazine subscriptions, 2022
Figure 48: Cost-of-living crisis and magazine subscriptions,
by financial situation, 2022

• Checkout-free purchasing in transport hubs can help boost
print magazine purchasing

• Digital access at transport hubs
Figure 49: Print magazine in-store shopping, 2022

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

• Market forecast and prediction intervals
Figure 50: Market forecast for UK print magazine circulation,
2021-27

• Market drivers and assumptions
• Forecast methodology

MAGAZINE BEHAVIOUR

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

APPENDIX – FORECAST METHODOLOGY
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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